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What ONE-AppConfig by Appdome?

ONE-AppConfig by Appdome is a one-stop solution for the full and complete implementation of the 

AppConfig standard on iOS and Android. ONE-AppConfig is designed from the ground up to make it easy 

on ISVs and mobile developers to add managed security to apps while ensuring full compatibility with all 

MDM systems that support AppConfig with a single click.  

Why ONE-AppConfig byAppdome?

Even though AppConfig is a standard, not all implementations are equal. MDM vendors also support AppConfig differently, across 

iOS and Android. Within Android, different versions lead to different requirements to comply with AppConfig. To comply with the 

standard, developers must build feature by feature, platform by platform, and app by app. In addition, many apps don’t include the 

full AppConfig implementation, have only one AppConfig implementation (e.g. AppConfig on iOS, not Android or vice versa), or 

exclude one or more security features provided by Appdome’s ONE-AppConfig. Now, that’s all going to change.

How does ONE-AppConfig by Appdome help?

For the App Developer

ONE-AppConfig helps mobile developers and ISVs maintain full compliance with the AppConfig standard across platforms and 

MDM vendors.  What this means is that ONE-AppConfig ensures the entire AppConfig standard can be met instantly, every time an 

ISV chooses Appdome. ONE-AppConfig also allows ISVs to complete their AppConfig implementations without writing a single line 

of code. 

For the MDM Vendor

ONE-AppConfig eliminates the need for developers to build, maintain and support multiple methods inside an app to support 

vendor-specific AppConfig implementations.

It’s common knowledge that each MDM vendor supports AppConfig in its 

own unique way. For example, in Android, Google for Work, MobileIron, 

AirWatch and Maas360 all have different AppConfig implementations for 

different Android versions/sytems. Documentation from each MDM on how 

to use their own unique AppConfig implementation is sparse. So, it can be 

difficult to implement one or more vendor-specific method in a single app, as 

it requires a lot of trial and error. 

AppConfig, as a standard for MDM, does not replace the proprietary events 

used by each MDM to invoke AppConfig features inside the app. These 

events differ from one vendor to the next. That means a mobile developer 

must build multiple AppConfig methods into the app, just to support one 

standard. With ONE-AppConfig by Appdome, that’s now all in the past.  

With ONE-AppConfig by Appdome, mobile developers can simply Fuse 

AppConfig once and deliver an all-MDM inclusive, AppConfig-compliant 

version of their app(s).

Figure 1: AppConfig standard on the Appdome platform

What does ONE-AppConfig by Appdome do?

ONE-AppConfig by Appdome contains support for all MDM vendor-specific AppConfig implementations, transmitting the right events 

to the app based on the MDM managing the device. ONE-AppConfig contains the logic, event-handling and other methods needed to 

ensure a high-quality managed-app experience via AppConfig. 

What does ONE-AppConfig by Appdome include?

ONE-AppConfig provides both a solution and a guarantee, delivered exclusively by Appdome for the mobile industry. As a solution, 

ONE-AppConfig includes 2 key elements:

1. Features from Appdome Security Suite, including:

a. Enforce App Encryption: Encrypt the data in the app on the device. Create a secure data container that prevents other apps from 
accessing the app's data, including preventing the same app on a different device from opening the encrypted data.

b. Disable Copy-Paste: Protect app data from being copied and pasted outside the app.

c. Disable Screen Capture: Prevent screenshots of the app and disables app screen sharing while presenting from a PC.

d. Jailbreak Detection: Detect whether a user is running the app on a jailbroken/rooted device.

e. Passcode / TouchID: Use Fingerprint/Pincode to unlock an app.

f. Favor Native iOS Security: Favor use of device Pincode when it’s available.

2. One client-side AppConfig implementation that is compatible with all MDMs that support AppConfig. 

As a guarantee, it ensures full compatibility with the AppConfig standard as implemented by member MDMs in the ecosystem.

Manual AppConfig Implementation vs. ONE-AppConfig by Appdome:
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Capabilities Manual AppConfig Implementation ONE-AppConfig by Appdome

AppConfig/SDK Funtionality  App Management

Remote app management  
Remote install/uninstall  
Remote activation/deactivation  
Copy/paste protection Maybe 
Single Sign On Maybe 
Passcode/Touch ID Maybe 
Device Level Encryption Maybe 
Per App Data at Rest Encryption   
Jailbreak detection   
Support for all MDM/EMM in one click   

Appdome Advanced App Hardening  App Protection

Anti-debugging   
Anti-tampering   
Checksum validation   
App integrity    
Anti-reversing   
Code obfuscation at the binary level   
Encrypt strings and resources   
Encrypt in-app preferences   


